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Abstract
Storylines are an effective and coherent mechanism to organise knowledge of a set of objects. In this
paper, we present a suite of ontologies for generating storylines around cultural heritage artefacts and
encyclopaedic entries. We present a use case on olfactory heritage where our ontologies are able to
represent different coherent narrative structures for a set of cultural heritage artefacts.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have become one of the main tools used for Knowledge Management
(KM) [1]. KGs are computational structures that are meant to be accessed programmatically
using queries. Even so, it is also necessary for humans to consume KG contents directly. A typical
approach for this has been to provide interfaces that allow users to explore the contents of KGs,
for example through a faceted search. Examples of such tools, notably in the cultural heritage
domain, include ADASilk [2],1 the Odeuropa Smell Explorer,2 CultureSampo [3],3 and the
Europeana Portal [4].4 Storytelling has long been recognized as a knowledge management (KM)
approach [5] and is used in many different settings to disseminate information: in journalism,
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in books, TV-shows and movies, video games, exhibitions, virtual- and augmented-reality
environments, etc.5

Accessing KG content via stories has been recognised as a complementary approach for
knowledge capture and dissemination. This approach has been adopted in several cases such as
the DLNarratives project [6], 6 the Belgian Refugees project,7 the Bletchley Park Text project,[7]
the Paths project [8], and the Storyspace project [9].

In this paper, we present an ontology for authoring and presenting hypermedia stories via
knowledge graphs, and illustrate how it has been used in practice. The ontology was created in
the context of the Odeuropa project, which is focused on the history and heritage of smell [10],
but its application generalises to any KG containing object descriptions for which one wants to
generate linear and nonlinear stories. We show how existing KG connections can be enriched
by story connections, providing contexts that express multiple points of view over a collection
of objects in the KG.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work
in modelling stories. In Section 3 we describe the requirements of the ontology, followed by
its implementation in Section 4. We present examples in Section 5, a qualitative evaluation in
Section 6 and we conclude with final remarks and directions for future work in Section 7.

The ontology in RDF/Turtle format can be found at https://github.com/Odeuropa/ontology,
while its documentation is available at https://data.odeuropa.eu/ontology/story/.

2. Related Work

Prior ontologies for narrative and story structures include StoryTeller [11], BBC News Storyline
ontology [12], Labyrinth data model, ODY-ONT [13], Curate ontology [14] and NIAO [15].

Most of these treat stories as linear sequences of events. For example, StoryTeller [11] is
an ontology for representing stories as collections of events, which are directly connected
with the contains property. With this data model, the only way to reconstruct the order of
story elements (events) is to compare their time, producing stories which are a pure linear
concatenation of episodes, which excludes any descriptive or reflective part of a story. The
BBC News Storyline ontology [12] models news topics and events, mostly temporally focused.
Similarly, in the Labyrinth data model [16] the Dynamics are the events which compose a Story.
The ODY-ONT model [13] focuses on the representation of events, sub-events, and the temporal
relation between them. Similar relations between events are represented in the Datasets of
Mystery Stories [17]. The chain of events is also at the foundation of other works [18, 19].

Mulholland et al. [14] present an ontology and system to create unique stories, modeling
narratives, plots, stories and events. The Storyspace API on top of the Curate ontology assists
museum curators in manually creating stories, or importing them from Freebase8.

Automatic narrative generation from data has been explored in various projects. The tourist
domain has been explored in [20] in which a mobile guide generates walks along different

5https://blog.mused.org/an-overview-of-digital-storytelling-platforms-in-2021/
6https://dlnarratives.eu/narratives.html
7https://tour.belgianrefugees14-18.be/en
8Freebase was a large collaborative knowledge base that was shut down in 2016. It now powers part of Google’s
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cultural points of interest in Turin, Italy. Here, users do not generate the narrative themselves,
similarly to [21] in which a timeline of the French revolution is generated automatically from
Wikidata. A different view on narratives is presented in [15], which is focused on annotating
objects such as murals that describe a multiple-plots story across multiple times and spaces.
Here, a narrative consists of one cultural heritage object, instead of multiple, as allowed in our
ontology. Extracting storylines from texts has been addressed in the Events and Stories in the
news workshops series held from 2015 to 2020 [22] and a handbook compiled by a subset of
organisers of this workshop series [23]. Here, events are often expressed as verbs, and tend to
be quite fine-grained.

3. Problem Overview

In this section, we give the basic definition and foundation of our work, from which we define
the modelling requirements.

3.1. Background concepts

To understand the various layers that make up a storyline, it is useful to refer to concepts based
on those proposed by Bal and van Boheemen in [24]. There, a narrative text (our storyline)
is the production (physical rendition) of a story, which in turn is a rhetorical arrangement of
elements of a fabula. The fabula is a representation of the actual “meaning” of the story, i.e., the
conceptualizations that the author intends to create in the reader’s mind. A fabula is formed by
logically or chronologically related events, and may contain references to external contents. In
our ontology, we generalize this notion, considering elements that are not necessarily events.

A story can be seen as a collection of atomic elements variously referred to in the literature
as passages, chunks, fragments, scenes, cards or nodes. A story element has some textual (and,
more generally, multimedia) content, and references elements of the underlying KG. It may also
reference other sources, e.g., Wikipedia. A story in our definition corresponds to a story in Bal
and van Boheemen’s terminology, but may have a richer (graph) structure in our case.

In addition, a story establishes structure over its elements, expressed through one or more
types of relations between them. These structural relations dictate the order of consumption
by the reader. The user starts at an element, and proceeds by consuming (navigating to) any
related element according to the story’s structure.

From this point of view, the semantics of a KG element is complemented by the semantics of
all story elements that reference it, according to the point of view of the story author. In Bal’s
terminology, the content of the story elements correspond to the fabula.

Once the story is specified, it is necessary to create a presentation, which is the surface form
of the story that is effectively consumed by humans. We will discuss this in Section 5.

The most common story topology is a linear structure - the elements form a sequence. This
structure is also very common in story representations in the history and cultural heritage
domains, specifically chronologically ordered knowledge. However, these structures can be be
limited when there is a wish to accommodate more complex narratives, such as the integration
of multimedial heritage objects or interactive elements (tests, images, artefacts). Increasingly
history and cultural heritage require narratives that incorporate multiple points of view, multiple



time periods, and multiple geographies (multi-perspectivity; pluritemporality). In addition,
event-based models struggle to capture more abstract notions (such as complex cultural concepts,
collective imaginations, symbolism, or cultural practices) which often form the basis of a
historical or cultural heritage storyline.

To illustrate this, we present an example from the history of smell. Consider, for instance the
civet cat, a mammal native to the tropical climates of Africa and Asia [25, 26, 27]. At some point,
humans discovered and started to appreciate the olfactory qualities of the substance the cat
secretes through its perineal gland. The secretion was regarded as having medicinal functions
and desirable hedonic qualities. The civet cats ‘story’ thus changed from a biological story to a
story in which the cat also assumed an important role in the history of perfumery, where the
role of the cat changed from ’animal’ to ’economic product’. From here, ’civet’ enters the story
of musk, ambergris, and other animal fragrances. Now, the story invites more interest about the
human use and evaluation of the civet paste as olfactory substance. With the evolution of social
norms and values, its initial hedonic qualities became associated with “lower” social circles
such as prostitutes, which also changed its economic value. Civet’s use in many perfumes
produced from the eighteenth through the early twentieth centuries means that many heritage
perfumes being recreated today include civet. Perfumes with a rich heritage, such as Chanel
No.5, continue to include a civet note. Meanwhile, a synthetic substitute for its odor element
(civetone) was discovered, based on palm oil.

This brief description highlights how one can create a narrative about the civet and civetone
from a medicinal perspective (use); from a social perspective (appreciation, symbolism); and
from the perspective of abstract concepts such as capitalism. In each perspective (expressed as a
storyline), it can be associated with different elements and further storylines, e.g., a story about
the economic relevance of palm oil to the perfume industry. Civet’s meanings aremulti-temporal:
the decline in the fashion for civet meant that it obtained an air of pastness, the continuing
use of civet in contemporary perfumery ensures its persistence in the present. The attempt to
recreate historical perfumes in which civet is used points to its place as a future heritage scent.
Smells - and the historical and heritage stories we tell about them - are palimpsests that blend
past, present, and future into complex experiences that challenge linear chronologies [28].

From this example, we note that each point of view can be captured in its own linear storyline,
with the end result that these various storylines have one or more elements in common. This
means that, while consuming the contents of a particular element, the reader will have the
option to continue by following along more than one storyline. As a result, the overall story
structure effectively becomes a graph.

The next level of complexity in the story structure is when it is natively a graph, regardless
of the existence of linear paths through it. This type of structure has been used in hypertext
literature9, games (e.g. Telltale Games10) and more recently in interactive film (e.g, the Black
Mirror: Bandersnatch episode11). In these stories, it is left to the reader to choose the available
links without a suggested sequence by the author. Here the fabula is only apprehended by the
reader after a more extensive exploration of the story elements.

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_fiction
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telltale_Games
11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Mirror:_Bandersnatch
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3.2. Modelling Requirements

In light of the previous discussion, we define the requirements for our proposed ontology:

Req 1: Given the need to accommodate multiple perspectives, and the variety of possible asso-
ciation between elements, it should allow to represent hypertexual (graph-structured)
stories, In other words, its elements can be connected through multiple alternative paths;

Req 2: Users can consume stories via navigation links present in each element, in hypertext
fashion;

Req 3: To express their particular point-of-view about the elements in a story, authors should be
able to define a suggested order of consumption of elements, effectively defining paths
(storylines) through the story.

Req 4: An element may be part of different storylines, as the different points-of-view may share
common elements. Consequently, while consuming an element, the reader has the option
of continuing along the storyline s/he came from or continuing along a different storyline.

Req 5: Stories, while building narratives about different sets of elements, may refer to each other,
by sharing common elements - for example, ”War” and ”Religion” stories. Thus, while
consuming one story, the reader should be able to follow a reference to another story.

Req 6: Stories should be able to connect to KGs, and to other sources in general, therefore its
elements can refer to external resources via direct links.

Req 7: Since stories reflect points-of-view of its authors, it should be possible to include prove-
nance metadata about the story, namely authors, creation and modification dates, etc.

Req 8: Whereas the semantics of individual concepts referred to in a story element can be given
by the underlying KG, there will be additional content in story elements whose semantics
are left to the reader to apprehend, as they are expressed through textual and multimedia
content. Consequently, the ontology should be independent of (i.e, not make assumptions
about) the definition of elements in any underlying KG.

Req 9: A story can be rendered in multiple delivery formats and in multiple environments. It
should therefore be neutral in this respect, accommodating this multiplicity.

4. Ontology

We distinguish between the concepts of Story and Storyline. The basic idea is that the same Story
can be told - actually, consumed - in different ways by following different paths throughout
the story. Each path (or linearisation, or narrative) is a Storyline which can be chosen in a
Story. According to this definition, for each Story there can be multiple Storylines that can be
proposed by the storyteller to offer a particular perspective of the Story.

The core part of the StoryLine Ontology is represented in Figure 1. The main building block
is the Story Element. It is the basic and atomic element of a Story. The contents of the element
are envisaged to actually be of text or multimedia types, e.g, in HTML, or some structured
format to be interpreted by the rendering engine (see Section 5). It is expected that it contains
anchors, which can be rendered as hypertext links to related (linked) elements which can be
navigated by the user. These links are represented in the graph using RDF-Star [29], qualifying
(annotating) an RDF statements such as <element1, connects to, element2> with the class
Story Connection. This class has properties for representing its association to a Story and a
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Figure 1: Schema of the StoryLine ontology, with the main elements and the Story Connection

Storyline, and for tracking the text of the anchor in the content to the linked element. These
links may have types, which can be used for automatic generation of stories.

These two classes are defined in the following way, keeping in mind that each element can
have multiple anchors and, consequently, multiple Story Connections linking to successor
elements:

• a Story is a collection of interlinked elements, with a starting Story Element and a number
of succeeding ones;

• a StoryLine identifies a selection of elements that constitute a particular path (set of
Story Connection of a Story, one per element) representing one possible linearisation.

The presence of both Story and StoryLine allows to represent both an hypertextual and a
linear story, depending on the balance between freedom and guidance that one wants to give to
the user. Finally, the ontology allows for an External Connection to other entities which may
have some relation with the Story Element. We decided to not limit the range of this relation, to
enable linking a Story element with knowledge graph entities, but also encyclopaedic articles
(e.g., Wikipedia), etc. Also for this connection, it is possible to define an anchor and an additional
type, as seen in Figure 2.

We purposefully did not include specific properties besides dc:creator for the metadata of
Stories. Given the existence of ontologies that encompass a large number of metadata fields -
such as the Dublin Core (dc, as in Figure 1) or the PROV Ontology [30]. We encourage the use
of the StoryLine ontology in combination with other schemas, according to the specific needs
of the application.
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Figure 2: Schema of the StoryLine ontology, with a focus on the External Connection

5. Application Examples

In this section, we present two application examples of our ontology: a hypermedia storyline
and a guided city tour application.

Hypermedia storyline

In the Odeuropa project, historians are experimenting with hypermedia narratives to present
their syntheses in a data-driven and interactive manner as a complement to traditional mono-
graphs. For this, we need to map a story that is represented as an instance of our ontology
into a form suitable for human consumption. We refer to this process as “rendering”. At the
moment, we have taken the approach that the contents of story elements contain presentation
specifications that can be directly used by a rendering engine.

In the realm of interactive storytelling tools, Twine12 is a popular open-source tool which
empowers users to create interactive narratives through a visual, node-based interface. In this
tool, individual passages or nodes represents story elements, each connected through hyperlinks.
These hyperlinks establish the flow of the storyline, allowing readers to make choices that
determine the progression of the narrative.

Our Storyline ontology is designed to work well with interactive stories created using tools
like Twine, which present stories structured in a graph format – see Figure 3. Moreover, our
ontology facilitates bidirectional conversion, enabling the seamless translation of ontology-
modeled stories back into Twine-compatible formats.

As an example, a Twine story with the titleWar has always been an olfactory affair is available
at https://data.odeuropa.eu/ontology/story/war.html. An excerpt of the RDF version of this
story is shown in Listing 1, while a more extended version is available online13.

12https://twinery.org/
13https://github.com/Odeuropa/ontology/blob/master/storylines_examples/e1.ttl
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Figure 3: An example of story in Twine, with the story overview on the left and a story element in
editing mode on the right. The connections between cards (the story elements) naturally give to the
story a graph structure.

Listing 1: The representation in RDF of the War story
:War a story:Story;

story:title "War has always been an olfactory affair";
story:start :Introduction .

:War1 a story:Story;
story:linearisationOf :War ;
story:title "War (short version)" .

:waterloo_1 a story:StoryElement;
story:title "Waterloo";

story:content """ ... """.

:waterloo_1 story:connectsTo :seige_smells_1 {|
a story:StoryConnection ;
story:hasTextAnchor "even more troubling smells" ;
story:partOfStory :War ;
story:partOfStoryline :War1 |}.

:waterloo_1 story:connectsTo :incense {|
a story:StoryConnection ;
story:hasTextAnchor "Incense" ;
story:partOfStory :Religion . }.



(a) ‘Rub’n’Sniff’ map created for Odeuropa’s, City Sniffers-
A smell tour of Amsterdam’s ecohistory, printed for the
event by Scent the Brand. Designed by Liam R. Findlay.
Note: the numbers indicate the order of stops.

(b) Screen shot of the City
Sniffers application
(map).

(c) Screen
shot of
the City
Sniffers
applica-
tion (stop
2).

Figure 4: City Sniffers ’Rub and Sniff’ card and smartphone application screenshots.

City Sniffers Guided Tour

The City Sniffers application14 is a smell tour of Amsterdam’s eco-history. It consists of a rub and
sniff card and a mobile phone application. Users can follow a path of six selected stops through
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. At each stop, the participant scratches the corresponding spot on
the card and can sniff a scent while reading a text explaining the smell and its cultural-historical
context and relevance in the application. Figure 4 shows the rub and sniff card alongside two
screenshots of the applications. This application also links to the Odeuropa KG and story
elements are the texts associated with each stop. The storyline structure is the linear path
connecting each spot to its successor.

6. Evaluation

We present a qualitative evaluation of the ontology, by examining – together with researchers
from the humanities domain – each of the requirements given in Section 3.2 and showing how
they are satisfied. To facilitate reading, each item mentions its corresponding requirement.

Req 1: The graph-like structure is enabled by the ”connects-to” relation, and allows an element
to participate in several relation instances.

Req 2: Hypertext navigation by the user is enabled by the ”anchor” property, which is used by
the rendering environment to allow navigation;

14https://citysniffers.odeuropa.eu/
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Req 3: Storylines are enabled via the association of a link to the ”StoryLine” class in the ontology.
Req 4: An element may be part of different storylines, since ”connects-to” relation can be qualified

by more than one ”Storyline” instance in the ontology.
Req 5: Storiesmay refer to each other since the source and the destination elements in a ”connects-

to” relation may each also be part of a different ”connects-to” relation that are respectively
qualified with different instances of ”Story”.

Req 6: Stories are be able to connect to KGs, and to other sources, since the ”Story Element”
class has a ”has reference” property that points an external URL.

Req 7: Stories can have provenance meta-data, although only the ”dc:creator” property of the
”Story” class is explicitly included in the ontology.

Req 8: The ontology is independent of the definition of elements in any underlying KG since
the content of the ”Story Element” class has a ”content” property which is a string. This
string can be interpreted in innumerable ways by the rendering environment.

Req 9: A story can be rendered inmultiple formats andmultiple environments, since the ”content”
and ”anchor” attributes may contain formatting instructions to be interpreted by the
rendering environment, such as Twine (which uses a markup language) .

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an ontology for creating hypermedia stories over knowledge
graphs using RDF-Star and shown its use in two example applications. Our ontology effectively
enables a narrative layer over large datasets. Our ontology allows smooth integration with
underlying KGs, and enables stories with rich hypermedia structure, encompassing non-event-
based elements as well.

In future work, we aim to further expand the ontology to include provisions for expressing
rhetorical structures such as the ones enabled by the Curate ontology [14], and others. Fur-
thermore, we will refine the provenance requirements to aid users in tracing their information
sources and narrative development. Additionally, we plan to realise an automatic converter
between the Twine format and the Storyline ontology representation, and vice versa to empower
humanities and GLAM professionals to create storylines to expose their archival searches and
collections. We also plan to extend the implementation to allow users to record, resume and
possibly share navigation histories over a set of stories.
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